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I Came,
I Climbed,
I Conquered

Courageous climbers like author David Kurtz (inset) scale long, narrow “dorsal
fin” cliffs at Nelson Rocks.
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By David Kurtz
Photographs courtesy of Nelson
Rocks Outdoor Center, R. Poon
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The safety cable provides the trail for the Via Ferrata, but it is
anchored to the rock at intervals. This requires unclipping your
carabiners when reaching an anchor and manually re-attaching
them— one at a time— onto the next section of cable. Gatan
strongly emphasized that with double carabiners, at no time
should both of them be unclipped! The key to safety is always
being connected to the safety cable by at least one carabiner.
Believe me, I took this advice to heart!
Soon we were hiking through a beautiful hardwood forest,
up to the base of the rocks. Here, in the wooded shade of the
western side of the formation, where the well-worn trail comes
to a sudden stop against a massive cliff, we began our vertical
journey.
Gatan was very helpful in coaching me through the process.
I knew I had to focus on my handholds and footholds, and
especially the double-clipping process, so that I would always
be connected to the safety cable. I told myself that there was no
turning back now, and that since I had come this far, I had to
do it.
By concentrating hard on the task at hand, I was able to
avoid looking down as we scaled the vertical wall. My curiosity did lead to a few peeks, however, as the ground below got
farther and farther away. But generally I kept my focus on
the climbing process—strategically deciding where my next
handholds and footholds would be, and always making sure I
was connected to the safety cable. It was very cerebral, as I was
constantly thinking ahead to my next move.
Soon we were above the tall trees and then into the sunlight, as we arrived at a narrow gap in the thin cliff wall, which
provided access to the other side. We stopped for a while in
this “notch.” The view was amazing! The tops of those tall trees
we had walked through were now below us. Gatan pointed out
Spruce Knob (the highest point in West Virginia) to the west. I
could see how long and narrow the “dorsal fin” cliff I had just
climbed actually was, and the other parallel fin of rock was easily visible across the way.
It seemed that Mother Nature was rewarding us for finding
a way to overcome the seemingly insurmountable obstacle of a
sheer rock cliff that had been placed across the woodland trail.
This was just the first of many incredible views.
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was immediately sparked.
Via ferrata is Italian for “iron road.” It first refered to iron
rungs that the Italians installed during WWI in the steep
sections of the Alps to better move their armies across the
mountains. The Nelson Rocks website offers a more specific
and contemporary definition: a “mountain route equipped
with fixed ladders, cables, and bridges in order to be accessible
to climbers.” In other words, permanent metal rungs and safety
cables are installed into rock to give novices access to areas that
they would otherwise have no way of reaching.
Via ferratas have long been a popular form of recreation
in Europe but are rare in North America. The one at Nelson
Rocks was only the second built in the United States. Just to
add to the fun at Nelson Rocks, the owners built a 250-footlong swinging bridge to connect the two separate, narrow fins
of rock that comprise Nelson Rocks. The bridge is equipped
with two-by-four wooden slats spaced 18 inches apart. You can
see the 150-foot drop with every step!
Although my interested was piqued, I put the adventure
off. I love all forms of recreation and have frequently regaled
my blog readers with stories of my hiking, biking, motorcycling, rafting, and kayaking. But I thought I was probably too
old, too heavy, too weak in the arms, and too afraid of heights
to tackle the Via Ferrata. I had played a few times on those
manmade climbing walls, but I didn’t feel like I had a particular talent for rock climbing. Plus, the glass flooring at the Sears
Tower in Chicago and the CN Tower in Toronto had really
messed with my head (although I eventually walked on them).
However, after surviving the BridgeWalk over the New
River Gorge last summer (another adventure I highly recommend), I again explored the Nelson Rocks Outdoor Center’s
website. This time, I felt the adventure might be doable after
all. The site emphasizes safety precautions, beginning with the
fact that you are always clipped to the safety cable. It explains
that leg strength is more important than arm strength and
stresses the experience of the guides. It also notes several safe
escape routes, in case you get up there and find it too intimidating to continue.
So, on a beautiful, blue-sky day, with a few trees displaying
the first signs of autumn colors, I decided to give it a try. I met
Gatan Waddell, my guide, at the headquarters just off Route
28 and he set me up with my safety harness and helmet. Gatan
explained all the equipment and described the process we
would be using to climb.

Keep Carabiners Clipped
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few years back, I picked up a brochure for the Via Ferrata at Nelson
Rocks in the North Fork Valley of
Pendleton County. Nelson Rocks are
part of the same geological formation that creates Seneca Rocks a bit
farther north, and when I saw the
recreation offered there, my interest
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Tackling the Bridge
We then moved laterally across the sheer vertical inner face
until it widened out to a small flat area where the bridge begins. At the bridge, we took off our backpacks for a brief lunch
break, so I had time to consider whether I wanted to tackle the
bridge or take the escape route. I don’t really consider myself
a daredevil; this entire Via Ferrata experience was a significant personal challenge for me. However, I also realized that
confronting and conquering fears provides a strong feeling of
euphoria—a personal accomplishment that stays with you for
life.
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of the adventure, but I had heard that climbers who did it were
rewarded with a breathtaking panoramic view.
Since Gatan had expressed how well I was doing, I decided
to go for it. I climbed straight up to the top (quite a distance!),
then sat for a while on a narrow perch. There, atop Nelson
Rocks, I took in an absolutely amazing view. From that high
vantage point, these unusual twin fins of rock are entirely visible. The swinging bridge that seemed so high when I conquered it earlier now looked small.
When it came time to leave, I had to confront another
new experience—climbing down the sheer cliff (which requires
mostly looking toward the ground rather than looking up).
Thankfully, I discovered that going down wasn’t all that bad! I
knew that each step was bringing me closer to my destination
at the bottom. Apparently, after all I had accomplished that
day, I was getting accustomed to dealing with heights!
Eventually the fins merged with the mountaintop, and I
was back on solid ground. A short hike farther brought me to
the very pinnacle of the mountain, where I enjoyed a 360-degree view of the North Fork Valley and nearby Spruce Knob.
Here, it is easy to discern the spine of rock that forms Seneca
Rocks and Nelson Rocks as it stretches for miles up and down
the valley. This gorgeous view was a great place to end a great
day.
I am so glad that I gave this one-of-a-kind West Virginia

Along the Via Ferrata at Nelson Rocks, metal rungs embedded into the rock
face help novice climbers reach the summit.
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A 250-foot-long swinging bridge connects the two rock fins that
comprise Nelson Rocks.
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In thinking about the trip beforehand (and believe me, I
did a lot of “mental visioning” about this adventure), I knew
the bridge would be challenging. Intellectually, I was confident
that the safety cable and equipment would prevent me from
plummeting to the ground, but emotionally, I wanted to freak
out about the heights. Thankfully, I remained calm and accepted the challenge.
I focused on each individual board, then on my shoe landing on each board, so that it was easier to ignore the rocks and
treetops so far below. I tried to limit my vision to about six feet
away and blur out what was beyond. (I don’t think the angle
of my head moved one smidge during that 250-foot journey.)
With hands on each side rope, I tried to walk in rhythm with
the “bounce” of the swinging bridge. I told myself that it would
all be over soon and that I would feel great for having conquered this challenge. I was a bit nervous but so very glad when
I made it to the eastern wall!

The Biggest Challenge
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Then we were climbing vertically again before crossing another
notch at the top of the wall to move to the outer side of the
eastern wall. Eventually we came to the optional climb to one
of the highest points at Nelson Rocks. Here I could choose to
continue the trail along the eastern wall or take this detour
straight up the towering rock. This is the most challenging part
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overweight, old guy like me can overcome his “concern” about
heights and do this, then if you want, you can too!
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For more information about the Via Ferrata at Nelson Rocks, visit the
Nelson Rocks Outdoor Center website at
www.nelsonrocks.org or call 877.435.4342.
Note: Subscribers to our iPad version can access bonus video and
photos for this story. To subscribe, visit our website at
www.wonderfulwv.com or call 800.225.5982.
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David Kurtz lives and works in Parkersburg, and maintains a blog at
http://inquisineer.blogspot.com, where he often writes about his love
for West Virginia.
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experience a try. It is easy to stay on the couch, but the rewards
of getting out there and trying something new are immense.
One of the things I realized about this climb was how much
I enjoyed the mental challenge, beyond just confronting a
healthy fear of heights.
Rock climbing turns out to be very much a thinking sport,
as you play a “chess game” of sorts, trying to figure out where
best to place your hands and feet as you scale the mountain.
The metal rungs are not all conveniently placed and numbered
for you to follow—sometimes you must use cracks or small
ledges on the rock, or reposition yourself to take whatever path
works best for your personal dimensions. Plus, there is the
incessant need to carefully move your carabiners to the next
section of safety cable.
The memories of this personal achievement will live in my
mind forever. I conquered the Via Ferrata! And if a novice,
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“Soon we were above the tall trees and then into the sunlight, as we
arrived at a narrow gap in the thin cliff wall that provided access to
the other side. We stopped for a while in this ‘notch.’ The view was
amazing! It seemed that Mother Nature was rewarding us for finding
a way to overcome the seemingly insurmountable obstacle of a sheer
rock cliff that had been placed across the woodland trail.”
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Climbers are rewarded with spectacular views of the North Fork Valley.
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